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Fee Includes:
- Educational material
- Hotel 4* for 2 nights (including breakfast)
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Hands-on Cad Lab

Verona, November 3 -5, 2016
II° HANDS-ON CAD LAB
Elbow: anatomy and clinical experiences
Topics on Anatomical approaches, Arthroscopy, Arthroplasty and Prosthesis, Soft tissues and nerves
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Elbow: anatomy and clinical experiences

Thursday, November 3, 2016

13.00-14.00  Registration
14.00-14.15  Introduction to the Course
14.15-15.00  Anatomy. Open and arthroscopic approaches to the elbow
   14.15-14.25  Main elements of anatomy to understand elbow biomechanics and stability
                 R. Sisto
   14.25-14.35  Tips and tricks from the anatomic standpoint - internervous approaches - A. Celli
   14.35-14.45  Open approaches - R. Hotchkiss
   14.45-15.00  Arthroscopic approaches - A. Atzei, R. Luchetti
15.00-15.45  Elbow instability
   15.00-15.15  Classification from the simple ligamentous lesions up to the terrible triad - A. Sard
   15.15-15.30  Surgical indications in acute elbow ligamentous injuries - R. Hotchkiss
   15.30-15.45  Chronic elbow ligamentous injuries - M. Baratz
15.45-16.30  Elbow fractures
   15.45-16.00  Distal humerus: classification and treatment - M.E. Baratz
   16.00-16.15  Radial head: classification and treatment - G. Giannicola
   16.15-16.30  Proximal ulna fractures: classification and treatment - M. Hausmann
16.30-16.45  Coffee-Break
16.45-18.15  Soft tissues problems
   16.45-17.00  Tendon lesions (biceps/triceps ruptures) - L. Tarallo
   17.00-17.15  Elements of plastic surgery in elbow trauma - B. Battiston
   17.15-17.30  Nerve problems at elbow level: ulnar, median and radial nerves - P. Tos
   17.30-17.45  Epicondilytis - M. Hausmann
   17.45-17.55  The anconeus flap in the treatment of severe and complicated epicondilytis
                 R. Luchetti
17.55-18.15  Discussion
18.15-18.45  Video session
18.15-18.30  Arthroscopic fixation of radial head fracture and coronoid fractures - E. Guerra
18.30-18.45  Arthroscopic treatment of epicondilytis and stiff elbow - A. Colozza

Friday, November 4, 2016

08.00-11.00  Hands-on: Elbow arthroscopy (Group I) / Nerve approaches (Group II)
            With the faculty
11.00-11.15  Coffee-break
11.15-13.00  Hands-on: Nerve approaches (Group I) / Elbow arthroscopy (Group II)
13.00-14.30  Lunch (Video: relive procedures and expert corners)
14.30-16.30  Hands-on: Open surgery - with the faculty
            synthesis of radial head fractures
            radial head prosthesis
            LCL reconstruction
            Coffee-Break
16.30-16.45  Hands-on: Posterior approaches (Triceps-on, Triceps splitting) - with the faculty
16.45-18.15  Hands-on: Elbow arthroscopy (Group I) / Nerve approaches (Group II)

Saturday, November 5, 2016

08.00-09.00  Hands-on: Open surgery - with the faculty
            Anterior approach /distal biceps reconstruction
09.00-09.30  Video session
09.30-11.00  Hands-on: Open surgery - with the faculty
            Demonstration of basic flaps at elbow level
            Medial approach to coronoid
            Anatomy and reconstruction of the MCL
11.00-11.15  Coffee-break
11.15-11.30  The treatment of elbow stiffness - A. Colozza
11.30-11.45  Indications, techniques and different approaches to elbow arthroplasty - P. Bigazzi
11.45-13.00  Hands-on: Elbow arthroplasties - Part I - with the faculty
13.00-14.00  Lunch (Video: relive procedures and expert corners)
14.00-15.30  Hands-on: Synthesis of distal humerus fractures - with the faculty
15.30-17.30  Hands-on: Elbow arthroplasties on distal humerus fractures - Part II
            With the faculty
17.30            Closing ceremony